MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE

OVERVIEW OF PBIS
Ginger McKay gave an overview of Positive Behavioral Interventions and Support (PBIS). She explained the process of PBIS throughout the district which began with training that was provided by Region 4 using our district survey results. District level support team members go to leadership networking meetings to get updates on PBIS, as well as share information with other districts. Each campus has a PBIS notebook that contains their matrix to help structure their campus PBIS which will be set up in Eduphoria. Information is shared among campuses on the shared drive. Checklists, as well as other resources, will be available in Eduphoria. School organization, climate, role modeling, interventions, beliefs, and expectations are all part of PBIS. PBIS.org has a wealth of information about the program.

OVERVIEW OF SLOS
Dr. Melissa Duarte gave an overview of Student Learning Objectives (SLOs). Everyone has implemented T-TESS and we are piloting the SLO (student growth measure) this year. Student growth goals are focused on a foundational skill which is set by teachers. It is designed for teachers to understand the impact of their pedagogy and student growth to promote teacher growth. It supports teachers and promotes positive feedback. Nine campuses will be piloting the student growth measure this year.

OVERVIEW OF PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES
This agenda item will be moved to the November 17 agenda due to a time constraint.

NEXT MEETING DATE
Our next regular meeting date is November 17, 2016.

ADJOURNMENT
Meeting was adjourned at 6 pm.